Control of Solvent Dynamics around the B12-Dependent Ethanolamine Ammonia-Lyase Enzyme in Frozen Aqueous Solution by Using Dimethyl Sulfoxide Modulation of Mesodomain Volume.
The temperature-dependent structure and dynamics of two concentric solvent phases, the protein-associated domain (PAD) and the mesodomain, that surround the ethanolamine ammonia-lyase (EAL) protein from Salmonella typhimurium in frozen polycrystalline aqueous solution are addressed by using electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy of the paramagnetic nitroxide spin probe, TEMPOL, over the temperature ( T) range 190-265 K. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), added at 0.5, 2.0, and 4.0% v/v and present at the maximum freeze concentration at T ≤ 245 K, varies the volume of the interstitial aqueous DMSO mesodomain ( Vmeso) relative to a fixed PAD volume ( VPAD). The increase in Vmeso/ VPAD from 0.8 to 6.0 is quantified by the partitioning of TEMPOL between the two phases. As Vmeso/ VPAD is increased, the Arrhenius parameters for activated TEMPOL rotational motion in the mesodomain remain uniform, whereas the parameters for TEMPOL in the PAD show a progressive transformation toward the mesodomain values (higher mobility). An order-disorder transition (ODT) in the PAD is detected by the exclusion of TEMPOL from the PAD into the mesodomain. The ODT T value is systematically lowered by increased Vmeso/ VPAD (from 215 to 200 K), and PAD ordering kinks the mesodomain Arrhenius dependence. Thus there is reciprocity in PAD-mesodomain solvent coupling. The results are interpreted as a dominant influence of ice-boundary confinement on the PAD solvent structure and dynamics, which is transmitted through the mesodomain and which decreases with mesodomain volume at increased added DMSO. The systematic tuning of PAD and mesodomain solvent dynamics by the variation of added DMSO is an incisive approach for the resolution of contributions of protein-solvent dynamical coupling to EAL catalysis.